
Orthomerica California Hip System 

Comfortable, total-contact reinforced mesh pelvic component based on the popular California 
Compression Orthosis supports the back and aligns pelvis and hip joint. Universal pelvic, thigh 
and hip joint components reduce inventory and make stocking all sizes more cost efficient. 
Hip joint settings provide a strong flexion/ extension stop with mild, adjustable resistance to 
adduction. Comfortable mesh thigh component. Patient-adjustable compression to increase 
comfort during activities of daily living. Abduction wedge regulates the clearance of the hip joint 
over the trochanter and incision site. Lightweight, low profile components are easier to wear 
under clothing which can increase patient compliance and wearing time. 

Indications for use

 » Post-op revision patients who 
have undergone a surgical 
procedure and need an 
orthosis until the component is 
integrated and soft tissue heals

 » Adult patients with CVA, spinal 
cord injuries or head trauma 
can benefit from the California 
Hip with bilateral thigh cuffs to 
widen the base of support in 
standing and sitting

 » Patients who have been non-
compliant with rigid plastic hip 
orthoses

 » Patients whose cognitive 
function impairs their ability to 
follow hip precautions

 » Patients with weak hip 
abductors who need a 
kinesthetic cue and positioning 
to prevent dislocation

 » Elderly patients confined to bed 
who are at risk for dislocation
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Features and benefits

 » Comfortable, total-contact 
reinforced mesh pelvic 
component based on 
the popular CaliforniaTM 

Compression Orthosis supports 
the back and aligns pelvis and 
hip joint

 » Universal pelvic, thigh and 
hip joint components reduce 
inventory and make stocking all 
size more cost efficient

 » Hip joint settings provide a 
strong flexion/extension stop 
with mild, adjustable resistance 
to adduction

 » Comfortable mesh thigh 
component

 » Patient-adjustable compression 
to increase comfort during 
activities of daily living

 » Abduction wedge regulates the 
clearance of the hip joint over 
the trochanter and incision site

 » Lightweight, low profile 
components are easier to 
wear under clothing which can 
increase patient compliance 
and wearing time

 » Can be hand washed and air 
dried

Sizing Information 

Size Prox Thigh (mm) Distal Circ (mm) Code

Small 380 - 530 305 - 432 B/3976

Medium 430 - 610 330 - 450 B/3977

Large 480 - 680 350 - 500 B/3978

XLarge 530 - 730 430 - 580 B/3979

Prospect Building, Duttons Way, Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn, BB1 2QR
E: info@beagleortho.com W: beagleorthopaedic.com T: 01254 268 788

SS/HP/002 Any product supplied by Beagle Orthopaedic is intended for single patient use only. 
Any reuses of any product will invalidate the CE mark and any warranty.

Product Codes 

Sizing Information 

Size Waist Circ (mm) Hip Circ (mm) Code

Small 560 - 710 660 - 810 B/3970

Medium 710 - 860 810 - 960 B/3971

Large 860 - 1010 960 - 1110 B/3972

XLarge 1010 - 1160 1110 - 1270 B/3973

Sizing Information 

Size Code

V5 extended B/4327

Short B/4326*

Sizing Information 

Config Code

Left CHA/L

Right CHA/R

California Hip Thigh Component 

California Hip Pelvic Component 

California Hip Hinge 

Please State Left or Right Configuration 

*V5 Short hinge - Patients between 4’8” & 5’2”


